
AbacusNext Family Law Suite
vs. Generic Legal Software
Troublingly, many legal case management systems are designed as cookie cutters. Sure, you can collect
client information, glance at your calendar, and perform activities in a methodical and tedious way, but
you also don’t quite feel that the system connects the dots. There’s an unsettling sense that if you hunt
for pertinent information long enough, you might find it in a note, email or saved document. This common
concern with basic legal software hurts your firm’s profitability by wasting your precious time and
introducing additional steps in the way your teams work together. The result is your technology feels
expensive because using it doesn’t actually save you time or effort as promised.
 
Thankfully, there is legal practice management software that is specifically designed to manage your
family practice in a straightforward way. With a tailored intake process for Family Law cases, calendar
workflow automation, easy communications, and document production that follows a logical, collaborative
and efficient flow. AbacusNext Practice Automation Suite are tailored to facilitate managing your cases
and delivering workflow automation based on the state and county requirements where you practice*.
Using an integrated system that starts each activity as a known series of steps, with automated assignments,
reminders and alerts that ensure each member of your firm is working together and you always know
what happened last and must happen next. Legal technology has evolved far beyond generic platforms
that over promise then under deliver with a single piece of your puzzle. AbacusNext PAS software is
designed by attorneys and provides all the necessary tools to optimize daily operations and grow your
family law firm’s profits because we’ve done the prep work for you.
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